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west to Khelat-i-Ghikai and Girishk. The main Afghan effort
was put forth against Roberts' small force in the Kurram, which,
after overrunning the whole length of the valley, found itself
faced by a threefold superior enemy in a strong position on the
Peiwar Kotal; from this he was driven by an enveloping
movement round his left, and the British success was exploited
by a penetration into the Khost valley and the permanent
subjection and occupation of the Kurram. The cession of this
latter territory, of the Khyber Pass and of the Sibia-Pishin area
were the main conditions of the Treaty of Gandamak, which
after prolonged negotiations was signed with Yakub Khan,
Sher Ali's successor, in May 1879. He ako agreed to receive
a British mission at Cabul and admit British control of his
foreign policy. Pending the taking of effective steps by the
Amir to give effect to the agreement, the British forces remained
in their positions.
Events were not slow in justifying the fears of those who
considered this peace to be premature and unlikely to endure,
Less than four months after Cavagnari, the new envoy at Cabul,
had taken up his residence there, he and his escort lost their
lives in an armed insurrection which Yakub Khan made no
effective attempt to repress, and an avenging army was at once
started off for the treacherous city. Roberts and the Kurram
column were entrusted with this task, and after dispersing with
heavy loss a hostile force which endeavoured to block their
progress near Charasia, entered the capital in mid-October.
The Amir, despairing of his throne, had already surrendered his
person into British hands, and shortly afterwards his abdication,
and the lack of any candidate who was either suitable or
immediately available, left the British no choice but to assume
the temporary government of the country.
Before very long they had to assert this supremacy by force
of arms. The rapidity of Roberts' advance and the swift
completeness of his success had for a moment stunned the
Afghans into acceptance of the fait accompli; but his enforced
halt at Cabul, and the known weakness of his force, which
rendered impossible any extended occupation of territory, soon
emboldened them once more to try the fortune of battle.
Early in December strong masses converged on Cabul from
north, south and west, far outnumbering the scanty British
garrison ; the latter in a series of brilliant and daring manoeuvres
succeeded for some days in holding them at arms* length, but
finally its commander, considering the risks incurred by
keeping the Open field to be increasing beyond measure,
prudently withdrew it into the fortified camp of Sherpur,
north of the city. Here for ten days it was closely invested

